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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
13 October 2022      
 
ADAM SCHENK  ( -5) 
 
 
Q.  Adam, always a good way to start a tournament, bogey free. Walk me through a 
rainy day today.  
 
ADAM SCHENK:  It was. Fortunately, it didn't rain nearly as much as it looked like it was 
going to at the start. I think we only played maybe one or two holes in the rain, so I was 
really lucky because when it did rain, it was raining pretty hard and it would have been 
miserable. Yeah, I just made some nice putts for birdies, kept it in play and had good speed 
on my lag putts out there so I didn't really have too many stressful five- and six-foot par 
putts. 
 
Q.  What sticks out more on the day, the birdies or holes where you're saving par? 
 
ADAM SCHENK:  Probably just long putts. I mean, I could have easily had some shots that 
went the other way but they caught the edges of the greens and they were soft, so the 
greens were receptive and that was helpful. Made two or three long putts. Could have easily 
been a 1 or 2 under day, but fortunately it was 5. 
 
Q.  And fun pairing, feeding off each other with Brendan Steele, especially kind of he 
was catching fire towards the end?  
 
ADAM SCHENK:  Yeah, he was. He had like 70 yards into 17 on his third shot and he 
hooped it, it flew in and it stayed in, so that was pretty cool. I think he birdied the last three, 
he played nice, and I think he almost won here last year. Played a lot of golf with him over 
the last couple years and really like him, and yeah, I would say we did feed off each other. 
 
Q.  Already third start of the season, what are specific goals? Of course, winning's 
always out there. 
 
ADAM SCHENK:  One of my goals was to not miss a cut and that was eliminated in the 
second event. Obviously I would love to win, so giving myself as many chances as I can on 
Sunday afternoon. 
 


